
Open-R SDK (gcc 5.4) Guide 

Introduction 
The Open-R SDK with a gcc-based compiler can build C++ programs for the Sony ERS-7 and
ERS-210/220 robot dogs. The original toolchain shipped an old gcc 3.x compiler what had bad
1998 ISO C++ standard support. Since the program loading in Aperios on AIBO is a black-box and
there was no any support from Sony, the toolchain was updated with trial-and-error for months to
get a working newer gcc version in 2010. The winning triplet  was gcc 4.1.2, binutils 2.17 and
newlib 1.15 which can compile the bleeding-edge version of various software (e.g OpenCV, boost)
for AIBO. Recently, the toolchain was updated to gcc 5.4 and binutils 2.24 to support the C++11
and C++14 features. The Open-R SDK has two different versions: a memory protected (memprot)
and a non-protected. The new toolchain supports only the memory protected compilation. 

Installation 
The Open-R SDK is available under Ubuntu Linux (trusty+) and it can be installed by the following
commands on console: 

sudo add-apt-repository ppa:csaba-kertesz/aiboplus
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install aibo-sdk-gcc5

Build official Open-R SDK examples
Change the Makefile in a programming example directory: 

• Change OPENRSDK_ROOT to /usr/lib/openr-gcc5
• Change the compiler name in CXX from mipsel-linux-g++ to mipsel-aibogcc5-linux-g++. 
• Change the strip  executable name in STRIP from mipsel-linux-strip to mipsel-aibogcc5-

linux-strip. 

You are ready to compile the sample with "make". 

CMake support 
The  CMake  build  system  is  used  in  the  AiBO+  project,  therefore,  the  cross-compilation  is
supported with some cmake scripts under Ubuntu Linux. 

Normally, a CMake project can be either compiled for a host machine or cross-compiled. In AIBO
development, it is supported to build some subdirectories for AIBO and some other for the host
machine without cleaning and reconfiguring a project. 

How to build a new project: 

• Search for the new Open-R toolchain with these lines in the root CMakeLists.txt of your
new project: 

http://aibo.sf.net/


IF (UNIX) 
  FIND_PROGRAM(OPENR mipsel-aibogcc5-linux-g++ /usr/lib/openr-gcc5/bin) 
  IF (OPENR) 
    MESSAGE(STATUS "Found Open-R SDK") 
  ELSE () 
    MESSAGE(FATAL_ERROR "Not found Open-R SDK") 
  ENDIF () 
ENDIF () 

• Grab the latest toolchain-aibo-core.cmake and toolchain-aibo-make-binary.cmake files from
the main git repository of AiBO+ and copy to the root directory of your project. 

• If the sources in a subdirectory will be compiled as a  static library for AIBO, include the
AIBO toolchain file in the CMakeLists.txt (consider the relative location of the toolchain
file) and declare a static library target as usual:

INCLUDE(../toolchain-aibo-core.cmake) 

SET(MYSOURCES example.cpp) 

ADD_LIBRARY(mylib STATIC ${MYSOURCES}) 
 

If the same sources are compiled for the host machine and AIBO, the best practice is to
create a new empty subdirectory and a new CMakeLists.txt file for the Open-R build. This
new CMakeLists.txt can reference the source files in other subdirectories by relative path
(e.g ../src/example.cpp).

• If the final AIBO binary is built and linked with cross-compiled static libraries, both Open-R
cmake script files must be included in the CMakeLists.txt:

INCLUDE(../toolchain-aibo-core.cmake)
INCLUDE(../toolchain-aibo-make-binary.cmake)

# ...usual CMake declarations....
# …
# ...and the following line declares the binary:

ADD_AIBO_BINARY(${MYPROJECT_SOURCE_DIR}/src/mystub.cfg MY_SRC 
mybinary)

# ...where mystub.cfg is the needed stub config file (check in official Open-R samples and 
# documentation), MY_SRC is the list of source files (e.g OObject subclass) and 
# mybinary names the final binary to mybinary.bin. Please note that the mybinary.ocf file is 
# also needed at this stage in this directory. 

# One limitation of the CMake integration is that the TARGET_LINK_LIBRARIES macro
# does not work. The cross-compiled binaries must be added to the linker flags after the
# ADD_AIBO_BINARY() line, for example: 

SET(CMAKE_CXX_LINK_FLAGS "${CMAKE_CXX_LINK_FLAGS} /usr/lib/openr-
gcc5/lib/libboost_serialization.a") 



SET(CMAKE_CXX_LINK_FLAGS "${CMAKE_CXX_LINK_FLAGS} $
{MYPROJECT_BINARY_DIR}/cross-lib/mylib-openr.a") 

For working examples, the AiBO+   repository, the cross-compiled Boost or OpenCV build files can
be checked.

New tools
Two new command-line tools have been developed to support the C++ development: 

• gensnapval: It validates the compiled AIBO binary. 
• crashparser: This program evaluates a EMON.LOG crash report and it shows the demangled

crash point in an unstripped AIBO binary. If the log file or the binary is not specified, it
searches for the needed files on a memory stick attached to the computer. 

The tools are located in /usr/lib/openr-gcc5/OPEN_R/bin. 

More details 
The new toolchain is different from the old in several aspects: 

• Only memory protected (memprot) configuration is supported. 
• It is tested only with Sony ERS-7, but it should also work for ERS-2x0 models. 
• The exception handling works with a hack because the unwinding is broken with the latest

gcc versions. If an exception is thrown, a “void RaiseCppException();” callback is called
from the gcc level. The libmindcore library contains a setjmp/longjmp based mechanism to
implement  a  working  one-level  try-catch  mechanism  with  MC_TRY_BEGIN,
MC_CATCH_BEGIN and MC_CATCH_END macros.

• The build prefix is mipsel-aibogcc5-linux instead of mipsel. Therefore, the gcc C compiler
is named like mipsel-aibogcc5-linux-gcc, the C++ compiler is mipsel-aibogcc5-linux-g++. 

• The  toolchain  is  located  in  /usr/lib/openr-gcc5.  All  compilers,  linkers  and  tools  are
symlinked to /usr/bin. 

• The old gensnap tool was rewritten in C++ with Qt, the mkbin tool is modified to work with
the new toolchain.

• The  Sony  related  API  libraries  are  prebuilt  with  the  old  toolchain  (e.g  libInternet.a,
libOPENR.a) thus they are compatible with the gcc 3.x libstdc++ version. Normally, the
binaries compiled with different gcc versions can not be intermixed, but these libraries are
needed to compile binaries for AIBO. The solution was:

1. Rename all libstdc++/gcc 3.x symbols in these prebuilt Open-R libraries. 
2. Rename the same symbols in libstdc++.a/libgcc.a and include them to /usr/lib/openr-

gcc5/OPEN_R/lib as libstdc++-gcc3.a, libgcc-gcc3.a. 
3. Add these additional libraries to the linking stage in mkbin tool. 

The expense of this hack was the increased final AIBO binary size because of the libstdc++
symbol duplications.

How to install the old gcc 3.x toolchain with URBI SDK 
Note: I provide this old toolchain to other users for convenience, but the AiBO+ project does not

http://sourceforge.net/p/aiboplus/aibo-opencv/ref/master/
http://sourceforge.net/p/aiboplus/aibo-boost/ci/master/tree/
http://sourceforge.net/p/aiboplus/code/ci/master/tree/
http://sourceforge.net/p/aiboplus/code/ci/master/tree/


use this toolchain anymore.

Case 1 (install from packages): 

• Go to https://launchpad.net/~csaba-kertesz/+archive/ubuntu/aiboplus/+packages 
• Select "aibo-sdk-gcc3 -  2.0-2~saucy1" and you can download the toolchain+URBI SDK

packages according to your platform (32 or 64 bit). 

Case 2 (build from sources): 

The URBI Engine SDK+Open-R SDK (based on gcc 3.x) can be installed from a git repository,
even without root access: 

1. Create a new directory somewhere in your home folder and go there.
2. Clone this git repository: 

git clone git://git.code.sf.net/p/aiboplus/aibo-sdk 

3. Go to the aibo-sdk-gcc3 subdirectory.
4. Let's say you want to install the SDK to /home/myname/openr
5. Run cmake: 

cmake . -DCMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX=/home/myname/openr 

6. Compile and install: 

make 
make install 

Reference 
The following paper describes more details about the efforts to renew the Open-R SDK to gcc 4.1.2:

Csaba, Kertész: Improvements in the native development environment for Sony AIBO, International
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